‡ Introduction
The standard definitions of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ) are respectively:
(1)
In Mathematica, these are EllipticK@x^2D and EllipticE@x^2D.
We also have
and (see [5] , [6] ):
The elliptic singular moduli k r is defined to be the solution of the equation
KHwL
= r .
In Mathematica, k r is computed using w = k@rD^2 = InverseEllipticÖ NomeQ@E^H-Pi Sqrt@rDLD.
The complementary modulus is given by Hk ' r L 2 = 1 -k r 2 . (For evaluations of k r see [7] , [8] , [9] ).
We need the following relation satisfied by the elliptic alpha function (see [7] ):
Our method requires finding derivatives of powers of the elliptic integrals K and E that can always be expressed in terms of K, k r , and aHrL. This article uses Mathematica to carry out these evaluations.
The function aHrL is not widely known (see [7, 10] ). Like the singular moduli, the elliptic alpha function can be evaluated from modular equations. The case aH4 rL is given in [7] Chapter 5:
In view of [7] , [11] , and [5] , the formula for aH9 rL is
where M 3 r is a root of the polynomial equation
In the next section, we review and extend the method for constructing a series for p
Consider the following equation for the function f p HxL:
Set x = 1 -H1 -2 wL 2 ; then w = k r 2 and g, for suitable values of A j , is a function of k r and aHrL, so g is an algebraic number when r oe N. The A j and C j can be evaluated from (13) .
Higher values of r oe N and k r give more accurate and faster formulas for 1 ë p 4 and 1 ë p 6 .
· Series for 1 ê p
4
The general formula produced by our method for 1 ë p 4 is (14)
This computes the polynomial in the variable n in the sum (13) . 
AH4L n
To find the A j , the function Arules replaces EllipticK@wD by EK@wD and
EllipticE@wD by EE@wD and sets all the Taylor expansion coefficients with respect to EK@wD to 0. 
Now that we have the A@iD, this computes the sum on the left-hand side of (13) .
This computes the right-hand side of (13).
rhs4@a_, r_, w_D := ModuleA8x = Denominator@A@1D ê. Arules4D<, Hx ê. r Ø 0 ê. a Ø 1L ë Ip 4 xME rhs4@a, r, wD êê TraditionalForm
Example 1. From [19] and [7] , for p = 4 and r = 2, we have k 2 = 2 -1 and For p = 6 we get
This calculates the A j .
Arules6 = Arules@20, 6D; .
‡ Evaluating the Elliptic Alpha Function aH25 rL
It is clear from the results in the previous section that getting rapidly convergent series for 1 ê p and its even powers requires values of the alpha function aHrL for large r oe N, say r = 5000 (see [14] , [20] , [5] ). In this section we address this problem.
From (4), (7), and [2] pages 121-122, Chapter 21, if we set y = p r , q = e -p r ,
From the duplication formula
equation (20) becomes
gives the following proposition. 
Proposition 1
Equations (21), (22), and (23) give another interesting formula, , where x = f I-q 2 M 6 and y = f I-q 10 M 6 .
Set (26)
where RHqL is the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction (see [2] , [21] , [22] ):
this gives
and hence the evaluation
But for the evaluation of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction, from [22] we have
Proposition 2
If q = e -p r and r is a positive real, then
with (32) 
Proof
From (23), (28), and (31),
, with (see [22] )
In some cases, the next formula from [9] is very useful:
24
.
Here the function P is PHxL = UIQ 1ê6 IU *6 HxLMM, where U, U * , and Q are as defined in [9] and P HnL HxL = PHPH ... PHxL ...LL is the n th iterate of P.
The coefficient m 5 = 1 ê M 5 was defined in (24) and occurred in (32); M 5 also satisfies the equation
If we know k r and k 25 r , we can evaluate A r from (31) and then we can evaluate aH25 rL.
The following conjecture is most compactly expressed in terms of the quantity
The function j r is the j-invariant (see [23] , [8] ). For more properties of j r and A r see [24] .
Conjecture (Algorithm for A r )
Numerical results calculated with Mathematica indicate that whenever gcdHr, 5L = 1, then
O.
For a given r oe N and degKY is d , then we can evaluate the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction with integer parameters. 
When degKY
-rê5 O = 2, (38) Y -rê5 = l + m d t with l 2 -m 2 d = 1,
